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1
President Grover Cleveland gave a speech on December 18, 1893 to the Senate and
House of Representatives concerning the issue of Hawaii. He began the speech by stating, “I
suppose that right and justice should determine the path to be followed in treating this subject.”1
The subject at hand was the fact that Queen Lilioukalani of Hawaii had been overthrown. The
United States played a role in this overthrow. At this time, the United Sates was experiencing a
second wave of great expansion, especially in the Pacific. The country was also gaining a
reputation as a very powerful nation. Many people, in both Hawaii and the United States,
assumed that the next move would be to annex Hawaii so that it could become a territory of the
United States. During the years between 1893 and 1898, a great deal of opposition was seen
from Hawaii, the United States, and other countries. In 1898, Hawaii was annexed by the United
States after many years of debate and disagreement over advantages and disadvantages. The
annexation of Hawaii was a major imperialistic move for the United States to make, and it came
with many risks since so many involved were against the idea, from both the Hawaiian and the
American sides. In the end, the annexationists won. But, the opposition concerning many
factors, including right and justice, was a major influence throughout the debates.
There has been a good amount of secondary works on this subject, many of which detail
why annexation happened and what the motives were from both sides. Several of the sources
give a broad overview of the annexation, but a few really focus on one major aspect over
another. Others present a wider view of the history of the period. One important source is The
Tragedy of American Diplomacy, which was written by William A. Williams in 1959. This book
gave an overview of how the United States came to be the nation it is. Williams says that by
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1783, the United States was already a world power.2 The country proved it was deserving of this
title in the War of 1812. By the 1890s, the United States was facing a major crisis in that, many
believed, the frontier was gone. There were economic issues during this time also, the most
notable being the Panic of 1893. According to Williams, the 1890s served as a turning point, this
is when the United States began to use new strategies and tactics that enabled them to become a
very influential empire. The policymakers of this time began to believe that foreign policy could
improve the economy. This belief grew even bigger to include expansion as a way to improve
the economy. The feeling at the time was that expansion would stifle unrest, preserve
democracy, and restore prosperity. 3
In The Gods Depart by Kathleen Mellen, the author explains that her goal is present a
Hawaiian point of view of their history. This book examines the monarchies leading up to
annexation and their interaction with the United States. In 1853, the first move towards
annexation was made. Some American merchants were in favor of it, but Hawaiians were
strongly opposed. In 1854, these talks stopped when the next king inherited the throne. At the
same time, there was already an increasing American and English presence in the country. Also,
the sugar planters were becoming more anxious; they wanted a reciprocity treaty with the United
States. A reciprocity treaty would give Hawaii free access to the United States market. 4
Another historian also discusses the reciprocity treaties. Hawaii: Reciprocity or
Annexation was written by Merze Tate. Tate begins by describing the reciprocity negotiations.
Commercial trade was the main issue between these two countries, since Hawaii had a profitable
fishing and whaling industry and later, sugar industry. Soon, missionaries became interested in
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the islands and helped set up the sugar plantations. 1848 marked the date of the first reciprocity
proposal, but it was not successful initially. By 1867, the United States was becoming worried
over the British presence in Hawaii and was also facing a depression after the end of the Civil
War. The proposed treaty of 1867 was also rejected by the United States. 5
The treaty was eventually passed in 1875 and gave the United States the power to extend
their influence and secure better trade relations. The treaty seemed to be successful in Hawaii.
Sugar production was up along with construction, merchandising, banking, and transportation.
When it came to be time to renew the treaty in the 1880s both sides seemed to be in favor of
renewal. There were a few sources of opposition. The South was one part of the United States
that was against it, since Hawaii was beginning to compete with Louisiana’s sugar profits. Some
people believed that the treaty was too much of a loss for the United States. In 1887, the treaty
was ratified once again, but this time the United States also gained control of Pearl Harbor. This
led to more trouble for the United States. The South still did not support the treaty and many
Hawaiians were becoming more opposed since they lost control of their port. By 1889, there
was a push for modifications to be made to the treaty, but they never materialized. The move
towards annexation took importance over reciprocity. 6
Several of the secondary sources discuss race as a major factor in the annexation of
Hawaii. One work is Expansion and Imperialism, which was edited by A.E. Campbell. This
book contains different essays relating to imperialism. The essay that is most relevant is “The
Local Stimulus- Hawaii” which was written in 1943 by William A. Russ, Jr. Russ states that the
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revolutionists in Hawaii were the ones who were most strongly in favor of annexation and that
Americans were most interested in saving Hawaii for white civilization. 7
The next source to focus mainly on a racial argument is Race Over Empire: Racism and
U.S. Imperialism 1865-1900, which was written by Eric T.L. Love. He discusses United States
imperialism in several situations and spends two chapters on Hawaii. He says that throughout
history, race has been a guide to action and that racism has been destructive towards innovation
and progressive change. The first chapter to discuss Hawaii is entitled “The Policy of Last
Resort”. Love describes the revolution of 1893, saying that it was attributed to the personality of
Queen Lilioukalani and how she abused her power by attempting to put in to effect a new
constitution that would only allow native Hawaiians to vote. He also discusses the makeup of
the population, the reciprocity negotiations and treaty, and the move towards annexation. 8
The next chapter is entitled “Hawaii Annexed”; Love begins by detailing reasons for
annexation, saying that it was justified not for redemption of the natives, but for the nation’s
whites. Next, he goes on to describe the actual debates over annexation, the processes and the
different supporters and their opinions. Then, he gets back to the race issue and describes the
rates of immigration and provides population statistics. The Japanese were migrating rapidly and
whites were becoming the minority. Love points out that one of the biggest motivators for
annexation was the fact that the United States did not want the Japanese to become so powerful
that they could take Hawaii instead. He also puts the annexation in context with other important
events of the period. The United States was involved in a war with Spain and voting against
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annexation during this time would have been seen as unpatriotic. This added more pressure to a
problem that was still growing. 9
The remainder of secondary sources have more of a broad focus, instead of only
examining the influence of race. Overthrow: America’s Century of Regime Change from Hawaii
to Iraq was written by Stephen Kinzer, who begins by stating that stronger nations have three
goals, either to impose their ideology, increase their power, or gain control of valuable
resources.10 The book focuses on how the United States arranged to depose foreign leaders, with
Hawaii as the earliest example. The author points out that the overthrow of the Hawaiian
monarchy was achieved by a few families who were able to gain control of the economy and
government.11
Kinzer next talks about the movement towards annexation and the leaders of it. One
influential group was called the Committee of Safety, which was made up of thirteen people,
nine of which were American by birth, none were native Hawaiians. Their goal was to convince
the United States that Hawaii should become a state. They were in close contact with the
minister to Hawaii, who made arrangements with the Secretary of State to set up the overthrow.
The marines and soldiers landed, not to preserve peace, but to assure rebel victory.12 The United
States recognized the new regime that formed, with Sanford Dole as their president. The Queen
did surrender, but did not abdicate initially. This overthrow took place with less than thirty men
and would have been impossible without American assistance, according to Kinzer.13
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Another book that discusses the annexation of Hawaii is American Expansion in Hawaii:
1842-1898 by Sylvester K. Stevens, which was written in 1945. He focuses on the continuity of
forces and events that surrounded this situation and states that this situation was the same as the
other, typical frontier expansion and was not a sporadic imperialist adventure connected with the
Spanish-American War.14 The economy and the prosperous businesses of Hawaii is what
Stevens credits as to why the United States became interested in this kingdom. He also discusses
the missionaries and their role in spreading the American influence. Throughout the 1850s, the
United States was continuing to spread westward and there were annexation attempts made
towards Hawaii during this time.15
Stevens looks at the Reciprocity Treaty as a major turning point, one that hastened the
end of the monarchy.16 The treaty gave the United States more influence and created unrest
among Hawaiians. By 1889, the Reform Party of Hawaii began to grow and became more wellknown. In 1893, the rebels gained enough power to overthrow Queen Lilioukalani. Along with
this came an even bigger push to become a territory of the United States by annexation. The
treaty was written for annexation, but was withdrawn when Grover Cleveland took office.17 The
republic continued to organize itself and by 1896, the interest in annexing was greatly increased
within the United States. The annexation of Hawaii was passed in 1898 as the Newlands
Resolution.18
The next two sources are both journal articles. The first one is entitled “The Political
Instability of Reciprocal Trade and the Overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom,” which was written
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by Sumner LaCroix and Christopher Grandy in 1997. This article discusses trade relationships
between small and large countries and the influence these relationships play on internal politics.
The authors point out that more money leads to more power. This was the key to the overthrow
of the Hawaiian monarchy. This article concludes by stating that the overthrow was a mix
between United States strategic goals and Hawaii’s internal political and economic goals. 19
The next journal article discusses Hawaii’s place in history. “Hawaii: The First and Last
Far West?” was written in 1992 by John Whitehead. Whitehead mainly focuses on the
boundaries that defined the West and how Alaska and Hawaii typically are not included in
Western history, but usually fall to diplomatic history. He compares the territories that were
acquired by the United States by saying that the two non-continental states are very different in
climate, aridity, and agriculture. He says these two states were their own phenomenon and can
not be classified by region. 20
Even with the extensive amount of secondary sources, none looked specifically at only
opposition. The resistance from both sides was covered briefly in some sources, but very few
mention a great deal about the opposition from the Hawaiian side. The fact that many
Americans were opposed to annexation was often pushed to the side with only a short section in
these sources. It is important to take into account the fact that most Hawaiians were not in favor
of annexation and that many Americans also did not believe that it was the best move for the
United States to make.
After the overthrow of Queen Lilioukalani took place in 1893, President Grover
Cleveland began corresponding with W.Q. Gresham of the U.S. Department of State about the
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events that took place and the possibility of annexation. Gresham wrote a letter to Cleveland that
discussed the overthrow. He said that after Queen Lilioukalani announced that a new
constitution would soon be passed, the Committee of Public Safety held a meeting. Later that
day, the committee wrote a letter to John Stevens, who was the American minister at Honolulu.
This letter claimed that lives and property were in peril and that the assistance of the United
States was needed to keep conditions safe. Other than this committee, most of Hawaii was not
aware that an overthrow was about to take place. Also in this letter, Gresham expressed
concerns over the place of the United States in this affair. He was afraid that the United States
may have abused their authority. He was also concerned over whether or not the legitimate
government should be restored or if the provisional government should remain in power. As
early as 1893, concerns over the role of the United States were beginning to form, along with
opposition.21
In 1893, President Grover Cleveland was highly involved in the process of annexation
and showed his concern even in this early stage. On December 18, 1893, he gave a speech to the
Senate and House of Representatives concerning the issue of Hawaii. Cleveland was a Democrat
and generally, Democrats opposed annexation. He discussed the events that were occurring in
Hawaii at the time and spoke of petitions that were already written to protest annexation. But, he
seemed to think this was not a problem since the Queen yielded her power to the provisional
government. He also claimed that the overthrow was not promoted by the United States
government, but that annexation was being promoted by the United States minister in Hawaii.
Cleveland blamed the overthrow on the new constitution the Queen was attempting to pass,
which would only allow native Hawaiians to vote. But, he also said that the territory did not
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rightfully belong to the United States because it was taken by force. The United States did not
have permission from the people of Hawaii, only from the American minister in Hawaii. With
this speech, Cleveland commissioned the Blount Report, which would detail the conditions of
the affairs in Hawaii. Once the report was written, it achieved Cleveland’s goal. Over 1300
pages were written accounting for the current affairs in Hawaii. The President’s point of view is
an interesting one, he takes some responsibility for what happened in Hawaii and did not believe
the United States was right in taking the actions it did. It is also important to note that even
though the overthrow took place under Cleveland’s administration, annexation did not actually
occur until President William McKinley was in office. 22
Opposition to annexation was soon being seen from many people in Hawaii, from Queen
Lilioukalani to the public. One account that shows what it was like for an American in Hawaii
was written by Uldrick Thompson. Thompson was a teacher at the Kamehameha Schools during
this period. He described the political activity that was occurring and also the actual annexation.
One major event he described was the revolution in 1893.23 Even though the revolution took
place on January 17, 1893, the new republic was not declared until July 4, 1894, with Sanford
Dole as president. During the time in between, Hawaii was still allowed to follow the same laws
under the provisional government, until Dole came into office. At the end of 1894, attempts
were already being made to restore Queen Lilioukalani to power. Thompson was conflicted and
had a tough decision to make concerning what he should do next. He wanted to take part in the
next revolution but knew his job would not allow him to do so, he said “If I take part in this
matter, I must resign at once and go home. I cannot shoot Hawaiians and then return to teach
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these boys. But if it comes to a choice between the whites and the Hawaiians, I must of course
stand with my own race.”24 During this time, all areas were heavily armed.
Those who were opposed to annexation began to lead a movement towards the
restoration of Queen Lilioukalani. When the restoration was attempted in 1895, several events
occurred on the campus Thompson taught at. The teachers were told to serve the school by
keeping the boys safe. They did not have class as usual, but played sports instead. By January
1895, the restoration had failed. Thompson then moved on to describe the time when annexation
actually took place. According to him, “annexation was only a dream till the Spanish-American
War loomed; and troops began to pass through to Manila (Philippines). Then the value of these
islands was plain to all.”25 Shortly after Hawaii became involved in the war effort, the Newlands
Joint Resolution was passed, which annexed Hawaii to the United States. Hawaii’s location was
important in fighting the war against the Spanish. On August 12, 1898, the Hawaiian flag was
lowered and the American flag was raised in its place. 26
As could be expected, many Hawaiian citizens were not in favor of annexation. This
sentiment was expressed through petitions, newspaper articles, and other statements. In 1895,
Queen Lilioukalani was put on trial for treason. The statement she made is very revealing. She
began by stating that “the only real charge against me really was that of being a queen”.27 She
also discussed the changes she was attempting to make to the Hawaiian constitution, which was
one factor the annexationists used against her when she was overthrown. The Queen also talked
about the role the United States played in making this change, “A minority of the foreign
population made my action and the pretext for overthrowing the monarchy, and, aided by the
24
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United States naval forces and representatives, established a new government.”28 This
document’s date is important to note. It was written in 1895 because it is the date Queen
Lilioukalani abdicated her throne, with a trial following after. During the two years in between
her overthrow and abdication, a provisional government was in place, even though she still held
the title of queen during these two years.
In this statement, the Queen’s opposition is made clear; she was not in favor of the
overthrow or the quickly approaching annexation. She also stated that the requests of her people
were not considered when this action was taken; “The wishes of my people were not considered
as to this change of government, and only those who were in practical rebellion against the
constitutional government were allowed to vote upon the question whether the monarchy should
exist or not.”29 The Queen was not shy about showing her opposition, others quickly followed
her example.
Queen Lilioukalini made her opposition further known when she presented the Official
Protest to the Treaty of Annexation in Washington D.C. on June 17, 1897. This was a short
speech, only about two pages long. This speech was given a little over a year before the actual
date of annexation. It seemed at the time the treaty would be passed sooner, because it was
quickly gaining support in Washington, D.C. The Queen first told her reasons for coming to the
United States capital, which was to make every attempt she could to keep annexation from
occurring. The speech can be summed up with the following statement:
I declare such a treaty to be an act of wrong toward the native and part-native people of
Hawaii, an invasion of the rights of the ruling chiefs, in violation of international rights
both toward my people and toward friendly nations with whom they have made treaties,
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the perpetuation of the fraud whereby the constitutional government was overthrown,
and, finally, an act of gross injustice to me.30

She then discussed why she signed her authority over to the United States and the
provisional government by saying that it was done to avoid bloodshed. Next, the Queen says
that the United States was investigating her long before she signed her government over because
of the new constitution she was attempting to put into effect. They had very little authority in
actually doing this, since they had never received any authority from the voters of Hawaii, only
from the Committee of Safety.31 No Hawaiian citizens, which was about 40,000 people, were
members of this Committee. There were about 3000 people, many of which were Americans,
who lived in Hawaii that were not citizens. Queen Lilioukalani also made the point that other
than civic rights, property rights had also been compromised.32 In Hawaii, some of the property,
almost one million acres, was private hereditary property. This made up a fourth of the land the
United States wanted to annex. The treaty proposed that this land also be confiscated. The
Queen concluded her statement by saying that “I…do hereby call upon the President of that
nation, to whom alone I yielded my property and my authority, to withdraw said treaty (ceding
said Islands) from further consideration.”33 This speech gives more information than her earlier
statement and also includes how annexation could affect the citizens of her country.
More opposition from Hawaiian citizens was shown in a petition. This particular petition
was brought together on September 11, 1897. This document is entitled “Petition Against
Annexation”. Even though women had no voting rights, they were still allowed to form a
petition. There are two separate petitions, one for men and one for women. Along with their
30
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signatures, each signer’s age was given. This was written to President McKinley and the
purpose was to protest annexation to the United States, in any form.34 The petition did not list
any specific reasons for protesting annexation, but it did gain many signatures. This document
was originally written in Hawaiian and was written in both the Hawaiian and English languages.
It came from the Hawaiian Patriotic League. There are 44 signatures on the men’s petition and
46 on the women’s. The date of this document is also significant; it was written only ten months
before annexation occurred on July 7, 1898. There may have been other petitions, but this is one
that has survived through the years. It seems like there would have been more petitions earlier
than 1897 and there most likely were. Even though the petition was unable to keep annexation
from occurring, it is still important because it shows that there were people who were willing to
sign their full names and give their ages to show that they were not in favor of annexation, or
having a large country taking over their small island nation.
Among other documents that showed opposition to the annexation of Hawaii is a
memorial that was written to the President, Congress, and the people of the United States. This
was written by the Memorialists, who were the residents of Hawaii, on October 8, 1897. With
this document, they declared that they did not acknowledge the provisional government, and then
went on to explain the many flaws of this government.35 They said that it was maintained solely
by force of arms, which is against the rights of the population of the islands. Also, that “said
Republic is not and never has been founded or conducted upon a basis of popular government or
republican principles.”36 The constitution of the provisional government was adopted by a
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convention and never submitted to a popular vote. The memorialists also acknowledged their
disappointment over the annexation treaty that was being considered by the United States. 37
They also said that the treaty violated their political rights and that the Hawaiians’
opinions have not been heard. The memorial was concluded by the group asking that the treaty
be removed from consideration for ratification. At the end of the document, seven names were
signed and the date was given as October 8, 1897. One name is James Keauiluna, who was the
President of the Hawaiian Patriotic League. Another name is David Kalauokalani, who was the
President of the Hawaiian Political Association. The five other names did not have titles along
with them, but they must have either been influential or members of one or both of these
organizations. This document also displays another look at what inspired Hawaiians were doing
to attempt to prevent annexation, along with Queen Lilioukalani’s efforts. 38
Along with Hawaiians, there were many Americans who were opposed to the annexation
of Hawaii. There were articles every day in The New York Times about what was going on in the
Senate concerning annexation. In one article, more information was given on President Dole,
who presided over the provisional government in Hawaii. As late as February 1, 1898, only five
months before annexation would be passed, Dole was still having a hard time convincing the
Senate to pass the annexation treaty. The article was even entitled, “President Dole Making
Friends, but Not Increasing Vote for Annexation.” This article stated that even though Dole
made a good impression and wanted the best for his republic, that there was “still a strong
undercurrent against it.”39 The article continues, saying that the main concern within the Senate
is still the fact that this treaty would support the “seizure of a people who have not consented to
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be absorbed by another nation”.40 Even though President Dole was welcomed and made an
agreeable impression, the United States Senate was not yet unable to ignore the same protests
those in Hawaii were making.
Many Americans felt that the annexation of Hawaii was morally wrong, or that it was
simply not the best choice for the United States to make at the time. The article “The Question
of Annexation” was published on January 29, 1893 in The New York Times, just after the
revolution. At this time, it was assumed that the next move would be to annex as quickly as
possible, but there were some who were opposed even this early into the issue. Senator John
Morgan from Alabama presented the opposition. One problem was the debt of Hawaii, which
stood at about three million dollars.41 The United States would have to assume this debt if
Hawaii was to be annexed. Another reason to oppose annexation was an agreement that was
made earlier in history. Back when Pearl Harbor was secured by the United States in the 1880s,
an agreement was made between England, Germany, and the United States to keep their hands
off Hawaii and allow the country to run its own affairs.42 This could have opened up a great deal
of problems between the United States and these other countries, if the move to annex was made.
The article also claimed that, for the most part, Democrats opposed annexation, while
Republicans were in favor of it. This was due to the split in party ideology among imperialists
and anti-imperialists. These types of debates continued for years, until a decision about
annexation was finally made. 43
A couple of weeks later, another article was published in The New York Times that
discussed the debate that was taking place in Hawaii between those who wanted annexation to
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occur and those who did not. Entitled “Secretary Foster Approves His Course in Hawaii”, this
article discusses the provisional government that was being formed in the country. At this time,
arrangements were not only being made for the government, but also for annexation. This article
claims that annexation would most likely receive strong favor, as it did fifty years earlier.44 It
also says that a Hawaiian newspaper was in favor of annexation. The problem with this
statement is that fact that the newspaper in favor was The Liberal, which was an annexationist
newspaper.45 The article concludes with a quote that cites Charles M. Cooke, who was the
Supplementary Annexationist Commissioner, “he and his associates are actuated by no other
motive than to secure a good and stable government.”46 Even though this article does not
directly discuss opposition, it does show why many Hawaiians were opposed to it. Newspaper
writers in the United States were aware of the fact that the Hawaiian newspapers that said
annexation was favorable had an agenda and a specific goal to achieve.
Debates on annexation were occurring in many organizations. The Goldey Society held a
debate in May 1893 in New York. This was a literary society. At the end of the debate, those
present decided against annexation for many reasons. One of the participants, Matthew Ryan
was in favor of annexation. He argued that the situation in Hawaii was no different from that of
Alaska, Louisiana, or Texas. He claimed that if Hawaii was not annexed, the white population of
the country would have to leave to avoid anarchy. Ryan also said that monopolists were opposed
to annexation because it would deprive them of contract labor. Ryan concluded his argument by
stating that Honolulu already was an American city and that annexation would be worth the cost
because of the control that could be gained over Pearl Harbor. 47
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The next two men disagreed with Ryan and gave their opinion on why Hawaii should not
be annexed. One of the speakers, A.J. Ernst, said that the only annexationists in Hawaii are
members of the Annexation Club. All of the members of the club were not citizens of Hawaii.
Ernst also believed that the United States violated national law when they placed their flag on
Hawaiian land. The last speaker in the debate, Lewis Bates, was also against annexation. He
argued that the United States would gain nothing but trouble by annexing Hawaii. He also
claimed that the people of Hawaii, mainly the Chinese and Japanese laborers would never be
able to assimilate with the citizens of the United States. Judging by this debate, most people saw
many reasons why Hawaii should not be annexed as part of the United States.48
The political climate of the 1890s was affected by the ongoing debate between
imperialists and anti-imperialists. Hawaii was a major source of conflict between the two sides.
In many cases, anti-imperialist leagues were formed and speeches were given or statements were
published concerning their opinions on various imperialistic adventures. One example of this
was the Anti-Imperialist League, which was in existence from 1898-1905. George S. Boutwell
was its first president and the league ceased to exist after his death. He gave a speech concerning
the annexation of Hawaii on December 22, 1897. The speech was given at a debate of four
people and the debate had a two hour time limit. He discussed past opportunities to annex the
islands, examples other imperialist countries have set, the losses and gains that could be made,
and also treaties that have been made. 49
In his speech, he made two propositions concerning his opposition to the acquisition of
territories. The first was the fact that the acquisition of territories increased the chance of war,
and second, the territory would also change the way war was conducted. He also briefly
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discussed the British Empire and said that their example should not be followed by the United
States. Even though it is an attractive model to copy, the United States already had a vast
amount of territory, according to Boutwell. He also argued that annexation was not necessary
because of the reciprocity treaties. Annexation was not needed since the United States already
controlled their trade and no other country could try to annex Hawaii because of this treaty.50
In the 1890s, many anti-imperialism speeches were given and a great deal of these made
reference to the pending annexation of Hawaii. The Anti-Imperialist Committee of
Correspondence held a conference on July 29, 1898 at the Massachusetts Club. This particular
speech was given by republican Senator George F. Hoar. He was afraid of the United States
straying from the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution by subjecting their rule over
others. Hoar discussed the role of the United States, by stating that “The power of the United
States is to be exerted through example and influence, not by force.” Overall, Hoar was mainly
concerned with the United States abandoning its fundamental beliefs just to gain more land. He
also believed the United States should not follow the example of England’s colonial empire,
because it could fail just the same as Spain’s did.51
Many other organizations felt it necessary to present their view on imperialism and their
opposition to the annexation of Hawaii. Samuel Gompers was the President of the American
Federation of Labor at the time of annexation. He also gave a speech on his view of imperialism.
This speech was given at the Chicago Peace Jubilee on October 18, 1898. In this speech, he
mainly focused on the events that were occurring in the Philippines, but it is still important
because that situation had similarities to what was occurring in Hawaii. Gompers was mainly
concerned with the labor issues associated with gaining territory. He believed that annexation
50
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would lead to an increase in immigration, since both Hawaii and the Philippines relied largely on
Chinese laborers. His main point was that annexation would lead to more workers, which would
lead to lower wages for those who already hold jobs in the United States. More immigration
would result in people who would work for cheaper wages. Gompers was against imperialism
because it would decrease the value of the American worker and he did not want to see this
happen.52
Influential figures were not shy about voicing their opinions on imperialism and the
annexation of Hawaii. Andrew Carnegie, the successful founder of Carnegie Steel Company,
wrote The Gospel of Wealth in 1901. Earlier in 1898, he published an article in the North
American Review entitled “Distant Possessions: The Parting of the Ways”, which would later be
incorporated in The Gospel of Wealth. He began by discussing imperialism in general, but also
voiced his opinion on the events occurring in Hawaii. Carnegie gave a different point of view,
he claimed to be against imperialism, but at the same time was in favor of annexing Hawaii
because it could become a valuable asset. He even financially supported the Anti-Imperialist
League. But, in this article, he argued that Hawaii was a unique situation. Carnegie said that
Hawaii is different because it was not being conquered, the people had a chance to vote. It was
also necessary to annex because of the coaling station Hawaii possessed. He believed that
Hawaii should be the last far-outlying possession acquired. For Carnegie, imperialism was not
right, for many reasons. But, he did believe that Hawaii was a special case.53
While group leaders and influential members of society were formulating their opinions
on annexation, the issue was being debated in the Senate. One Senator, Richard Pettigrew of
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South Dakota, was strongly opposed to annexation. He was elected to the Senate in 1889, before
this he had served in the House of Representatives, even serving on a territorial committee in the
1870s.54 On July 2, 1898, Pettigrew began by attacking the idea that Hawaii was needed because
of its coaling station, as Carnegie discussed in his article. Pettigrew argued against it by
claiming that there were other superb harbors that could serve as coaling stations for the Pacific.
Pettigrew also said he would be more supportive of utilizing the harbor in Manila, Philippines
rather than the one in Hawaii. Pettigrew also gave other reasons why he opposed annexation.
He said that the people of Hawaii were against annexation and that it would not be democratic
for the United States to annex against their will. He also claimed that the revolution in Hawaii
was an American conspiracy. Pettigrew was not necessarily against imperialism, but he was
against the annexation of Hawaii.55
Another reason Pettigrew opposed annexation was because of the impact Japanese
laborers in Hawaii would have on the United States economy. Since the Japanese workers were
willing to work for lower wages, they would cause a great deal of competition for the prosperous
New England manufacturers. Pettigrew believed that this competition could eventually put
Americans out of work. This has many common factors with the speech Samuel Gompers made
since both men feared that annexation would harm the lives of the average workers. Pettigrew
also opposed annexation because the sugar trust was in favor of it. He pointed out the fact that if
the sugar trust gained control of the raw sugar of Hawaii, it would become impossible for
competition to develop. After the discussion of labor problems ended, Pettigrew’s speech came
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to a close and routine business was resumed. Pettigrew made a strong speech against annexation
by coming up with many valid points.56
Several other countries disapproved of annexation. For example, Russia was opposed to
the annexation of Hawaii. Even though Russia had no real relationship with the islands, the
American author of an editorial entitled “Russia and Hawaii” still had reason to believe that
Russia was overly concerned with the business of the United States. At this time, Russia’s
relationship with China was not secure, so the country was worried about the effect annexing
Hawaii may have on ocean affairs. The writer of this editorial believed that Russia would be
better off concealing their opposition because it could lead to Americans becoming more in favor
of annexation since they would resent Russia’s interference. The author also pointed out that
Russia was paying a great deal of attention to the affairs of the United States, because their
newspapers were publishing articles on what might happen if Hawaii was annexed. One Russian
paper claimed that annexing Hawaii would lead to the annexation of Cuba also. This same paper
also urged Europe to oppose New World power and strength and to support Spain in their war
with the United States. Russia’s opposition demonstrates how widespread the issue of
annexation had become.57
Japan also opposed the annexation of Hawaii. Japan did not believe that Hawaii should
be annexed because it would interfere with a treaty that the Japanese government made with the
Hawaiian government in 1886. This treaty was effective until the United States became more
involved in Hawaiian affairs and pushed for certain restrictions to be removed. Once the
restrictions were removed, cheaper labor was available. This opened up room for more
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immigration, but once the United States got closer to annexation, this policy changed and
immigration was limited more.58
Later, in 1898, more opposition was presented by the Japanese. In a Senate debate, a
statement citing Japan’s opposition to annexation was read by Senator Stephen White from
California, who was a Democrat. This statement heavily cited the Monroe Doctrine. The
Monroe Doctrine was written in 1823 and stated that the United States would not interfere in
European affairs. The Japanese felt that the United States should still observe this policy by not
interfering in the affairs of Hawaii. They were more interested in protecting the lives of their
citizens, but they also were concerned about the violation of various treaties. They were also
troubled by the fact that the United States may soon be controlling a piece of land that is very
close to their own.59
Another country that opposed the annexation of Hawaii was Great Britain. The Anglican
Bishop of Honolulu discussed his opposition to it with the English when he traveled to London
in 1897. The Bishop held that annexation was unjust, mainly because the natives of Hawaii are
against it. He also said that he believed it would be within the best interests of Great Britain to
oppose annexation. The reason behind this was mainly economical. The Bishop said that
annexation would hurt British commerce because tariffs would be raised. It is important to note
the opinions of outside countries, since they had many of the same concerns as those in Hawaii
and the United States.60
Even with the strong amount of opposition from both Hawaiian and Americans, Hawaii
was eventually annexed to the United States. On September 9, 1897, a resolution was passed by
the Senate of Hawaii ratifying the Treaty of Annexation. This resolution contained seven articles
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and outlined the various powers that Hawaii was ceding to the United States. First of all, the
resolution stated that the Republic of Hawaii was annexed to the United States and would now be
called the Territory of Hawaii. By annexing, Hawaii expected the United States to assume
control of all land, public debt, immigration control, and foreign relations. When the Newlands
Resolution was passed the next year, it honored these requests.61
On July 7, 1898, the Newlands Resolution was passed. With annexation, many aspects of
Hawaiian government saw a great deal of change very quickly. First, the country became a
sovereign territory of the United States. Second, the President of the United States gained the
power to remove officers and fill vacancies from the government that existed in Hawaii. Also,
existing treaties Hawaii made with other countries ceased and their public debt was transferred to
the United States. Another touchy issue was resolved in this document. No further Chinese
immigration was to be allowed without following the laws of the United States. Last, the
Newlands Resolution provided for one hundred thousand dollars to go to the discretion of
President McKinley in order to carry out this joint resolution.62
The annexation of Hawaii was a very long process that took several decades to fulfill. It
took intelligent planning and strategy to make it happen. A great deal of opposition was
encountered, from Hawaiians, Americans, and others in many forms. Speeches were given,
debates were held, articles were written, and petitions were signed so that people could show
their opposition. This greatly slowed down the process of annexation since there were so many
against it. Everyone had an opinion on what should be done with the islands and every opinion
was based on a different experience or reason.
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